
 

To Charles Kos 
Charles.kos@hotmail.com 

 

On pages 33 and 34 of the pdf forum ~ 
Armageddon Warlike Image at  Folio 7 of the website 
www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com  
Is a description of how young Gadoury had shown, without 
realizing that our planet was tipped sideways at the time: -      
the cities were designed on equator-crossing constellations. 
Evidenced by the Vallard Atlas and by Antarctica appearing at 
the Equator at the time (CIA Report – Adam & Eve) which is also 
on Folio 7.  A report that Linda Moulton Howe should read. 
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/11/24th-Nov-2019-ARMAGEDDON-WARLIKE-IMAGE.-
2-23pm.pdf    
 motherboards in South America 

  
Dick describes the who,  what and when - fascinating  stripping  the black stones off  the 4th pyramid 

  
ca 1922 from an air balloon ignored by "archaeologist 'experts' " 

 
 

 

 

Motherboards in China 
 

this shot, in a 2012 History channel documentary 

Dick Allgire: Farsight Institute. "The Great Pyramid of Giza; The Mystery Solved." video 
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Ever used a Box Brownie camera? 
I did. Once. 
At the zoo, I had the lens thru the wire mesh 
shooting a  rhino  walking  towards  me. 
 Thru the lens he looked more than ten feet away. 
 I moved my face just in time. 
With the sand as high as this on the Sphinx 
and as in another, I925 Brownie shot, all the 
satellite pyramids are under sand – so the fourth 
waaayyyy over behind the third one is NOT  a 
satellite ... 
for one thing, the satellite pyramids  are on THIS 
side of the third pyramid 
 
I939 

  

 

BENNU  Bird constellation  
(Benu means "southern land") 
which is WHY the Cave of the Bennu Bird is 
named that way and NOT the Cave of Bats as 
Hawass renamed it or as Collins calls it. 
They are trying to hide that the constellation 
formerly also known as Crane -= Heron (Henry 
Salt made these correct assertions too) -= Ibis 
now known as GRUS but ALSO Phoenixoptera... 
the bird that returns, just as Cygnus was known    
as  The Goose Returning. 
Returning from where? 
The other hemisphere of course 
Grus has "a fish in its sharp beak" and this is  
Pisces in the skies. 
With Oxyrhynchus an ancient town south of Giza 
next to Al Faiyoum (The Sea). 
Oxyrhynchus means "sharp beak in fish" 
"The Sea" is alkhemye for that area of the skies   
with all the nautical constellations. Currently in 
the south. Long legs go to Bucegi, Large beak to  
Al Faiyoum ~ from 150 klm up. 

  

  

Sarah Parcak 
turn this vertically and you have the GIZA  formation  

Grus found  in Guatemala, complete with the 
black comet-sun which causes the "Return" 

 



  
Sarah Parcak deep sea shot I925 before SAND-HIGH sphinx was excavated 

 

 

 
ROMANS at Giza 

French surveys at Memphis before sand was cleared  

  

Pamona Queensland 
amazing how the powers that be try their best to omit 

the fourth pyramid 
 

The Orion Group also known as the Freemasons 
work very hard at taking credit for things they do not 

want the public to know other truths about 
 

 

hiddentext@live.com.au 

 

 

 
Ask yourself why would the USGS 

allow this ORION ME title 
on Google Earth 

which shows here in 2012 
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Egypt breakthrough: 'Lost fourth Pyramid of Giza FOUND'  
after remarkable discovery Feb 3 2020 
EGYPT historian Matthew Sibson says he has discovered evidence of a fourth Pyramid of Giza,      
first described by an explorer 300 years ago. 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1236833/egypt-fourth-pyramid-giza-frederik-norden-wall-crow-khufu-khafre-Menkaure-

spt?fbclid=IwAR0xGdDgg7clrFSfGXRAWJf77I1GHw-90dEJwV0MQdV5nFp8j-UPIHa9JkY  

 

If you have been following these hidden texts for a while, you will know why this item is dear to my heart. 
That all those "famous" "scholars" like Bauval and Hancock (or even Hawass) should ignore the evidence 
everywhere & never once question that evidence, as if it was simply in the "too hard basket" (or as if being 

'encouraged' to ignore that evidence).  
 

One's instant reaction should be: 
 "who and why would someone want to hide this fact"?     
That there was always FOUR pyramids at Giza - ? 
Answer: Why, the Orion Group of course!  
Represented by the FreeMasons. 
Invested so heavily in having us all believe their beloved Orion's Belt was the basis for the design – 
attuning false dates to fit – and all so we don't discover our planet has had a turnover or two! 
Indeed, at least "One hundred" – Eric Gonthier-  Geologist 
Ignoring Endubsar's Clay Tablet #10, the remote viewer Edgar Cayce, other R V, including Dick Allgire ... 
All of whom mentioned four pyramids and a common era date of circa 10,400BCE. 
 

The Gantenbrink robot finds were dated using modern computer astronomical cronography, which is out by 
around 700 years due to the Y2K fiasco, and a reset by prince Otto in i676, calling it 1,000. Cutting 324 
years out of that calendar-meanwhile on another continent 90 odd years before, pope Gregorius added one 
thousand years by changing the J for Julian to a number 1 in January j583. One one hand we lost 324years 
and on the other hand we gained 1,000.  
See "RESETS"  and  "Explanation of the Prefixes" on Folio 7 www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com

  this is not hyper linked 
Also ignoring Frederick Norden, the Romans' woodcut/s, Denon Vivant I747-I825, Sarah Parcak, the 7,000 
year old engraved Ostrich Egg, and even Herodotus, who stated the causeways to Lake Moeris took 
almost as long to build as the pyramids themselves.  
So saying the Giza pyramids were ALREADY constructed when Khufu had to repair the causeways.  
Begging the question why were the pyre-amids so dependent on water? 
Also ignoring the Chinese pyramids, the Guatemala design based on four and all the undersea finds of 
Sarah Parcak. 
 

 

1 40 
The false edict concealing madness         (removing 324 years 
Causing Byzantium to change its laws.    (by Otto/Constantine) 
One assigned to Egypt to study that ancient history  (Nostradamus) 
Edict altering  money [system]  and  fiscal legislation. 

 
4 17 4 Ver ra la queue:  porte ƒera ƒerree.i ij             j555 edition  (J for Julian) 
Seeing the tail: (tail of Crane/Cygnus-Deneb f loorplan) the gate will be locked.   

Seeing the tail:('tail of Grus') the gate will be locked   
by Z Hawass, and it was, the gate to the Benu Cave 
 

 
 

When Phil Schneider told us  
"the NWO and alien invasion are one and the same thing" 

he was spot on. 
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5 11 3   

102 j564 Octobre. CII. +458 = 2022 
 

 La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules, 

 De sept grands cinq. toux distillante nuire: 

 Pluye si longue. à non mort tournent bulles, 

 Le grands mourir, qui trestous faisoit luire. 

Both mouth and throat shall angry pustules burn, chemtrails biogens 
Of nobles seven cough. phlegmy five shall wrack. coronavirus 

So long a rain. blisters Earth in Octobre 
The lords shall die, who shone on all a lack! Satanists 

these two are related 

103 j564 Novembre. CIII. Nouembre. 

 Par bruit de feu Grands & Vieux defaillir. 

 Peste assoupie. vne plus grande naistre: 

 Peste de l'Ara. foin caché, peu ceuillir, 

 Mourir troupeau fertil. ioye hors prestre. 

By threat of fire both great and old demeaners. d.e.w. Soros etc 
One plague declines. a bigger one increased. 

Disease of corn1 [gmo]. hay hidden, little gleanered.  
The flocks shall die. sex-joy except for priest. 

1
disease of corn = g.m.o. Produce fodder kept rare by floods. Farmers told to destroy the flocks – happening now May June 2020 

great and old demeaners – the elite who are on record  describing the public as "useless eaters" 

with the "threat of fire" also on frequent record from the crossbred alien  "elite".  

This was exactly what the Great Fire of Chicago was really about – bringing in the I881 Corporate Kontrol. 
The Act of 1881 became the FOUNDATION of all the treason since committed by government officials.* 
https://www.federaljack.com/slavery-by-consent-the-united-states-
corporation/?fbclid=IwAR2QOR6Oo9QPHlzb44TkhLUb7R2ss1DSuaoD3e_i4SkoeT37IQkHwCt5Jns 

 
Helen C Mead-Parks 

free to use this information provided the source of collating it is disclosed, on the basis that people should know – free of cost to them 
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